Date: ____________

Waiver Customer Party/ Name:
Destination: Pick up, Drop off, and/ or Return
I agree to follow the rules of the LT transportation contract provided verbally by LT Shuttle Driver at
beginning of trip.
I agree and understand that there is an additional $250 minimum charge, per incident, for any damage
to the vehicle, Clean-up for persons that have bodily accidents intended or not, or other deemed
harmful destruction by LT Shuttle.
Part B: Adult Release:
I hereby release Mike Baker, and LT Shuttle from any and all liability regarding my trip, (pick up to final
drop off), the shuttle, the transportation, and not limited to LT Shuttle, the bus, or transportation. If
transporting Minors, parent’s signatures with Minors names for participation are needed.
I recognize that there are risks involved in hired transportation activities, and assume all risk, harm,
damage, and death in my connection with this activity or trip. I agree that Mike Baker, Troy Mayes, and
LT Shuttle may not be held liable for any harm, injury, damage or death as my result in participation of
this activity.
I hereby release Mike Baker, and LT Shuttle to the fullest extent of the law. I agree to hold Mike Baker,
Troy Mayes, and LT Shuttle harmless by any claim by myself, my estate, heirs, successors, assigns, or any
person arising out of my participation in this activity.
If Applicable:
I understand that Mike Baker, and LT Shuttle does not provide Medical or Health Insurance in
connection with this activity. I also agree that I will be financially responsible for any bills incurred as a
result of medical treatment, including emergency medical treatment, and transportation to medical
facility in my connection with my participation in this activity.
Alcohol is not provided, nor any illegal substances allowed. Use of alcohol during any part of the trip is
the sole decision of the passenger, and intoxicated passengers may be escorted off the shuttle to not
complete trip to final destination, or not allowed aboard shuttle at any time by Driver discretion.
If party does not meet at scheduled place or time Driver has the right to cancel the trip, and/or set new
time and fee. The time window is 20 minutes maximum beyond scheduled time.
If you do not arrive on time, or correct place, you will have to make you own arrangements for return
trip, or any portion of the trip (if multiple stops), and no refunds, or partial refunds will be given.
Agreement all party signatures on back of this page:

Print

Sign

Minor’s Name if applicable

1.___________________________________________________________________________________

2.__________________________________________________________________________________

3.__________________________________________________________________________________

4.__________________________________________________________________________________

5.__________________________________________________________________________________

6.__________________________________________________________________________________

7.__________________________________________________________________________________

8._________________________________________________________________________________

9._________________________________________________________________________________

10.________________________________________________________________________________

11._________________________________________________________________________________
12._________________________________________________________________________________

